and not by the condensation temperature under canonical nebular conditions. 52
additional constraints on the volatile element depletion processes and/or their environmental 162 conditions (Humayun and Clayton, 1995) . 163
Selenium is a moderately-to highly-volatile element with chalcophile and siderophile behaviour. 164
At nebula pressures of 10 -4 bar Se is expected to condense from a gas of solar composition by 165 reactions with already condensed sulphides to form FeSe at about 697 K (Lodders, 2003 Table 2, Table A4 , and Figure  171 A1). However, Se and S are affected differently by oxidative weathering processes (particularly 172 during terrestrial weathering) and meteorites with non-chondritic S/Se ratios should be regarded 173 with caution (Dreibus and Palme, 1996) . Thus, for a study involving element concentrations or 174 isotope compositions of S and Se, meteorite falls should be preferred over meteorite finds. 175
Presently, no data is available for the Se isotope composition of chondrites, but troilites from five 176 iron meteorites indicate a limited range of <0.3‰ in δ 82/78 Se and absolute values that are 177 indistinguishable from the isotope composition of the Earth (Rouxel et al., 2002) . Here, the Se 178 isotope composition of chondrites was measured to constrain the possible mechanism(s) 179 responsible for the depletion of moderately-to highly-volatile elements in chondrites. The results 180 will further serve to determine the Se isotope composition of the bulk solar system. 
Results

188
A literature compilation for the Se abundances in chondrites is provided in Table 2, Table A4 , 189
and Figure 1 ; Table 3 ). The Se 208 isotope composition of the five measured meteorite finds also agrees with this value, indicating 209 that for these finds weathering has only very little (if any) effect on the Se isotopic ratios. 210
Troilites from five IAB iron meteorites have a δ 82/78 Se of -0.08±0.27 ‰ (Table 3) , and are thus 211 indistinguishable from the average of 0.00±0.27 ‰ for troilites and also from the chondritic 212 value, both reported by Rouxel et al. (2002) . 213 depleted materials from the inner solar system. Specifically, the maintenance of the 218 thermodynamic equilibrium between the volatile-depleted liquid or solid phase and the volatile-219 enriched gas phase determines the degree of isotope fractionation (Davis and Richter, 2014) . 220
Discussion
Equilibrium isotope mass fractionation of heavy elements is expected to be negligible at high 221 temperatures. As isotope exchange is a time-dependent process it requires slowly changing 222 environmental conditions as well as a homogeneous liquid/solid phase. Both requirements maynot always be fulfilled, potentially resulting in large isotope fractionations even in a closed 224 system that is only subsequently subject to a separation of the gas from the partially condensed 225 phases (Davis and Richter, 2014) . On the other hand, kinetic (disequilibrium) isotope 226 fractionation requires, beside the existence of a well-mixed liquid/solid reservoir, the complete 227 separation of the evaporating or condensing phase. For evaporation, this generally occurs during 228 slow heating in vacuum. In this case the isotopic composition of the evaporative flux differs from 229 that at the surface of the evaporating material, expressed by the fractionation factor meteorites demonstrate that condensation and evaporation cannot a priori be considered as 245 equilibrium or disequilibrium processes. The absence of isotope fractionation is therefore not 246 diagnostic of whether the path involved condensation or evaporation but rather a measure of the 247 degree to which the system maintained thermodynamic equilibrium (Davis and Richter, 2014 Xiao and Lipschutz, 1992). Chemical without isotopic fractionation might be, however, also 284 explained by the equilibration of solids with the nebula gas in a region with a high dust to gas 285 ratio (Alexander, 2005) . However, the chondrule forming processes likely were short-term 286 events, which would have increased the likelihood of disequilibrium effects on isotopes of 287 volatile elements, except if nearly everything re-condensed and re-equilibrated. Scenario iii), e.g. 288 the two-component mixing model, predicts that almost the complete inventory of the 289 moderately-volatile elements with T C <700 K was inherited from the volatile-rich CI-like phase. 290 This is also consistent with the similar Se isotope composition of all carbonaceous chondrites 291 investigated. However, moderately-volatile elements with T C >700 K, like K and B, which are 292 supposed to be partly retained in the volatile-depleted phase, also show no indications for a 293
Rayleigh-type kinetic isotope fractionation (Humayun and Clayton, 1995; Zhai et al., 1996) . 294 Accordingly, the two-component-model also requires the existence of thermodynamic 295 equilibrium during devolatilization of the volatile element-depleted phase. Scenario iv) also 296 predicts homogeneous stable isotope compositions of moderately-volatile elements as the 297 continuous separation of gas from dust during cooling of the nebula due to a change in the 298 particle orbital radius, removal by the solar wind and photons, or by entrainment with gases 299 during the final dissipation of nebula gases is not expected to result in any isotope fractionation. 300
The degree of volatile element depletion may be a function of the radial distance to the proto-sun 301 and/or the vertical distance from the midplane, explaining differences in volatile abundances 302 between the chondrite groups. However, this scenario requires that the condensation of volatiles 303 into their individual host phases occurs in narrow temperature windows to ensure quantitative 304 condensation of volatile elements from the pre-depleted nebula gas. In this scenario the 305 characteristic volatile element depletion pattern in chondrites is established without any 306 significant isotope fractionation of volatile elements in chondrites. These constraints seem to be 307 supported by literature data that infer a cooling time of the nebula being in the range of 10 5 years 308 to cool down to temperatures of about 200-600 K at 1 AU (Humayun and Cassen, 2000) . In 309 contrast, coagulation is capable to change the nebula opacity by one order of magnitude at 1 AU 310 in 10 3 -10 4 years (Humayun and Cassen, 2000) . However, experimental data also show that 311 cooling rates of the nebular environment were also strongly non-uniform and possibly varying does not preclude any of the scenarios mentioned above but places some constraints on their 317 environmental conditions. If volatile depletion was inherited from the ISM, produced by partial 318 condensation and/or by evaporative loss, it must have occurred under near equilibrium 319 conditions to prevent any isotope fractionation. If the nebula was depleted in volatile elements 320 during cooling due to the entrainment of gas and fine particles by solar wind the condensation of 321 phases had to occur fast compared to the gas removal to ensure a quantitative condensation of 322 elements. Importantly, the latter scenario also tolerates the condensation of phases under 323 disequilibrium conditions. 324 Table 2 ). These variations were not found to be a function of the petrographic grade among type 335 3-6 H, L, and LL chondrites (Kallemeyn et al., 1989) . However, Friedrich et al. (2004) observed 336 lower concentrations of highly mobile trace elements in strongly shocked (S4-S6) compared to 337 mildly shocked (S1-S3) L4-6 chondrites. Our dataset does not contain any strongly shocked 338 meteorites, thus the impact of shock metamorphism on the Se isotope composition cannot be 339 evaluated. Sulfur and Se are not significantly fractionated in bulk samples compared to CI (Table  340 2) but partitioning between metal-sulphide and silicate melts, most probably during chondrule 341 formation, were found to influence S/Se ratios between different components in unequilibrated 342 ordinary chondrites (Kadlag and Becker, 2016 Figure 1 ). Therefore, any processes involved in the formation and 348 evolution of the ordinary chondrite parent body did not lead to a significant loss of Se under 349 disequilibrium conditions. Explicitly, it is not observed that δ 82/78 Se varies as a function of the Se 350 concentration, metal content or petrographic grade in the eight analysed ordinary chondrite falls 351 (Table 3) The heterogeneity of moderately-volatile elements in bulk ordinary chondrites may therefore be 378 ascribed either to i) the presence of a large variety of nebular components and/or a more variablethermal processing of nebular components in the ordinary chondrite formation regions (Wasson 380 and Kallemeyn, 1988) . This might be due to the larger gravitational field of the ordinary 381 chondrite parent bodies due to their larger sizes compared to the carbonaceous chondrites parent 382 bodies. Alternatively, ii) metal-silicate partitioning during chondrule formation (Kaczaral et (Table A4) . Nevertheless, the high Se variability 426 within the groups of different petrologic type precludes any specific conclusions concerning the 427 genetic relationship between EH and EL chondrites but rather indicates that multiple processes 428 were responsible for the observed element patterns. 429
The homogenous and CI-like Se isotope composition indicates that the processes leading to the 430 wide range and high variability of moderately-volatile concentrations in the EL and EH 431 meteorites did not cause a resolvable shift in the bulk Se isotope composition (Figure 1) . A 432 volatility-controlled kinetic evaporation on the enstatite parent body can therefore be excluded. be also largely lost and isotopically fractionated, but the bulk Se isotope composition in EL6 467 chondrites is then dominated by troilite, which is thermodynamically more stable. The depletion 468 of about 20% in S and Se in EL6 chondrites (Se = 13±10 μg/g; S = 2.1±1.3 wt-%) compared to 469 EL3 chondrites (Se = 17±4 μg/g; S = 2.5±0.8 wt-%) is consistent with this scenario (Table A4; including meteorite names and sources for Se and S concentrations, can be found in Table A4 . and grey circles, respectively. The source for Se concentrations can be found in Table A4 . 556
Selenium concentrations of meteorite falls and finds from this study are indicated by orange and 557 light orange circles, respectively. The average Se concentration and uncertainty is taken from 558 Table 1 
